The aim of the paper is to derive complex BLUE (best linear unbiased estimator) for mean and variance of high-noised system with linear trend. However, expected value (mean) of linear trend y=ax+b is equal to ax+b presented in this paper methodology let us transform the variable y with estimated by ordinary LSE (least-squares estimator) slope a and offset b into amplitude and phase of predicted by kriging complex number.
Introduction
Let us consider unbiasedness condition E{R j } = E{V j −V j } = E{V j − ω 
with constant and non-zero mean for k = 1
where
Rewritten unbiasedness condition
produces n equations in the n + k unknowns (not n equations in the n unknowns)
and these two conditions produce n + k equations in the n + k unknowns (not n + k equations in the n unknowns -the awkward problem 1 ).
Substituting this term into the error variance
we get the expression for the minimized error variance
From we get
in a few steps:
we get the expression for the Lagrange parameters
and the kriging weights
Now, we can write the kriging estimator (predictor)
is the LSE for β k .
Complex BLUE of mean and variance for high-noised system with linear trend
If the gaussian noise (high-noised system) is considered
where ∆ ij = |i − j|, than
For the linear regression model (k = 2)
it is easy to show that
where: m n = i, m sn = i 2 , σ n = i 2 − i 2 .
Next step
leads to well-known ordinary LSE linear fit
However
adopted constraint on the minimized error variance
requires to satisfy (III condition)
solving this equation we get j = m n ± Iσ n , where I = √ −1. Substituting this solution into
we get complex set of weights
and complex BLUE of mean for high-noised system with linear trend
complex BLUE of variance for high-noised system with linear trend is equal tô
Kriging transform for high-noised systems with linear trend
and to express amplitude of complex mean
phase of complex mean
amplitude of complex variance
phase of complex variance
in the term of ordinary LSE coefficients.
The final example (conclusion)
Let us the BLUE for stationary random process for stationary random process of mean with constant mean with non-stationary (variance) background linear trend for gaussian noise doesn't exist and is bounded is complex and bounded for large size sample by for large size sample by ordinary mean (variance) ordinary mean (variance) for non-constant has numerical approximation zona incognita correlation function bounded by generalized LSE Table 1 . The BLUE of mean and variance -quick review.
